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Sources of  high-energy cosmic rays, new astronomical window, 
probe low-mass WIMP DM, neutrino oscillations

IceCube Physics
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see previous talk 

by C. Weaver



A “next generation IceCube” detector
IceCube-Gen2 Infrastructure

‣ PINGU (“Precision IceCube Next Generation Upgrade”) 
• Scale: 40 strings, extending DeepCore 
• Physics goals: neutrino mass ordering, neutrino physics, dark 

matter 
‣ High-Energy In-Ice Component 

• Scale: O(100) strings, O(10km3) 
• Physics goals: identify astrophysical sources of  neutrinos and 

cosmic rays, neutrino and particle physics, BSM 
• Surface component like IceTop 

‣ A large surface extension for vetoing downgoing bkg 
• Several km larger than the detector 
• Optimal size and density under investigation
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PINGU would lower neutrino energy threshold to a few GeV
PINGU Low-Energy Extension

‣ Baseline geometry: 
• Add 40 new strings interleaved with existing DeepCore 

strings 

• 60 (updated) DOMs on each string 

- also evaluate impact of  more DOMs/string 

‣ U	se technology very similar to that used with IceCube 
(drill, digital optical module, …) 

‣ Would take 2-3 seasons to deploy 
‣ Could be taking data as early as 2020
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Atmospheric Neutrino Signal
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number of events 
expected in PINGU/year

triggers 
detector

pass 
baseline 
analysis

νe CC 52k 26k

νμ CC 86k 35k

ντ CC 6.4k 2.7k

νx NC 17k 7.9k



For baseline geometry (40 strings, 60 DOMs/string)
PINGU Event Reconstruction
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(noise not fully simulated, but noise 
removal algorithms are very efficient: 

small impact on the resolutions)

+ “particle ID” (track vs. cascade)



Main goal of  PINGU - in addition to better sensitivity to 
oscillations, WIMPS, …

Neutrino Mass Ordering (Hierarchy)

‣ mass ordering is an unknown parameter in the neutrino 
sector 
‣ can be determined as neutrinos pass through matter 
‣ ν oscillation probability is enhanced if  ordering is normal 
‣ ν oscillation probability is enhanced if  ordering is inverted
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“normal” “inverted”



Significance including all systematics and basic particle ID
Estimated Sensitivity

‣ 1.8σ in first year of data 
(first octant) 

‣ Reach 3σ in roughly 3.5 
years 

• (does not include 
livetime from partially 
built detector)
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Several current or planned experiments will have sensitivity to 
the neutrino mass ordering in the next 10-15 years

The Neutrino Mass Ordering Landscape

‣ Width indicate main 
uncertainties 

‣ PINGU timeline based on 
aggressive but feasible 
schedule
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after Blennow et al., arXiv:131.1822

note: median outcome shown - large fluctuations possible



Best-fit spectral index between 60TeV and 2PeV (per flavour) is 
about E-2.3±0.3 - looks more complicated below 60TeV

Astrophysical Neutrinos
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FIG. 3. Likelihood profile of astrophysical flux
power-law index and normalization (the latter in units of
10�18 GeV�1 cm�2 sr�1 s�1). While the E�2 result is within
the 68% contour, it is not the overall best fit.

Model Normalization Upper Limit
Stecker AGN Core 0.17 0.30
Loeb & Waxman Starburst 2.49 3.55
Waxman & Bahcall GRB 6.70 11.39

TABLE II. Best fit normalizations resulting from fitting an
astrophysical flux given by various representative theoretical
model predictions. A fit normalization smaller than one indi-
cates a model which predicts a flux higher than that observed
experimentally, while a fitted normalization greater than one
indicates a prediction too low to explain all of the flux ob-
served in the data. Upper limits are at 90% confidence.

limited muon energy resolution[6].239

The template for the astrophysical flux can also be240

replaced with a model based on a calculation for a par-241

ticular class of sources. Here we consider a small num-242

ber of representative models. One candidate source type243

are active galactic nuclei whose relativistic jets are likely244

locations for particle acceleration; in the Stecker et al.245

calculation the neutrino flux from AGN is fixed by an246

assumption of the fraction of di↵use gamma ray emis-247

sion from AGN [19]. Another possible class of sources248

are Starburst galaxies, which combine the possibility for249

particle acceleration in numerous supernovae with dense250

interstellar matter and high magnetic fields which would251

cause accelerated particles to lose energy again, produc-252

ing neutrinos [20]. Finally, gamma ray bursts, being253

known producers of high energy photons have been long254

considered promising candidates for neutrino production255

[21], although recent dedicated searches by IceCube for256

neutrinos correlated with GRBs have placed this hypoth-257

esis in increasing doubt [22]. For this work we use a ver-258

sion of the prediction of [21] in which a second spectral259

break is included one order of magnitude in energy above260

the first, and newer cosmic ray production estimates [23]261
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the best fit astrophysical E�2 ⌫µ+⌫µ
flux, scaled to all flavors assuming a ratio of 1:1:1 (shown in
dark green with the 68% error range in lighter green) to other
IceCube measurements (shown in heavy lines) [1, 4, 25] and
theoretical model predictions (shown in thin lines) [9, 12, 20,
21, 26].

and measurements of gamma ray burst spectra [24] are262

used. The results for fitting using each of these models as263

the astrophysical flux template are shown in Table II, as264

both the best-fit normalization relative to the published265

model and the 90% upper limit for the allowed normal-266

ization on the model.267

CONCLUSIONS268

In this study we see a clear excess of data above the269

expected atmospheric neutrino backgrounds at high en-270

ergies, similar to the result of [1]. In particular, both271

excesses are consistent with E�2 fluxes of neutrinos272

with equivalent normalizations within errors: 9.5± 0.3⇥273

10�19GeV�1 cm�2 sr�1 s�1 from the starting event study274

and 9.8+0.4
�0.3⇥10�19GeV�1 cm�2 sr�1 s�1 from this result275

[27], in spite of the fact that these are almost entirely276

disjoint datasets (a single, near horizontal track event277

appears in both samples), reinforcing the claim that the278

observed data are consistent with a flux consisting of279

equal parts of all neutrino flavors. Additionally, the two280

analyses are most sensitive in opposite halves of the sky,281

suggesting that the assumption of isotropy in the astro-282

physical flux is at least not far from the truth.283

While this work represents the first strong evidence for284

an astrophysical ⌫µ flux in the Northern hemisphere, the285

sources producing these neutrinos remain unknown. Al-286

though muon events in IceCube do have sub-degree angu-287

lar resolution, recent IceCube searches for point-like and288

extended sources of muon neutrinos found no statistically289

significant evidence for event clustering nor correlation of290

IceCube Preliminary

Focus on this region 
with an upgrade



Signal region begins to dominate above ~80TeV - detector should 
be efficient above ~30TeV

Neutrino and Muon Fluxes
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astrophysical neutrinos
atmospheric neutrinos

muons from astro. nus

muons from atmos. nus



How well would we reconstruct events with fewer strings?
String Density

‣ Analyzed the event with 
only a subset of the 
IceCube strings (20 
strings, spacing 250m) 

‣ Result: 
• angular resolution: 30° 

• energy resolution: 10% 

‣ We can work with fewer 
strings!
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Bert:""

Energy"1"PeV"

How"well"could""we"reconstruct"

this"event"with"fewer"strings?""

Analyzed"event"using"only"

subsets""of"20"IceCube"strings"

spaced"at"250m."

Result:''
Vertex"reconstruc+on:~"12m""

Angular"resolu+on:"~30°"

Energy'resolu6on:'10%'

Same"result"for"Ernie,"the"other"

PeV"event."""

!"Don’t"need"100,000"

photoelectrons"to"measure"

energy"to"10%."

“Bert” (~1PeV)



Similar story for high-energy tracks - we don’t need as many 
"layers" of  strings to observe this one

String Density
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Baseline idea: extend from IceCube
Deploy More Strings!

‣ “Strawman" detector 
shown here: 
‣ 120 strings in addition to 

IceCube 

‣ average spacing of  240m 

‣ volume: ~10 km3 

‣ string length: ~1.3km
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all results/designs shown are preliminary



All upgrades also include PINGU low-energy strings (not shown) — 
these use the current IceCube technology (1x large PMT modules)

Geometries - Strawman Designs
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IceCube “Sunflower” 240m “Sunflower” 300m

top area (+60m border): 0.9km2  
volume: 1.2 km3  

strings: IC86  
spacing: ~125m

top area (+60m border): km2  
volume: 9.7 km3  

strings: IC86+120  
spacing: ~240m

top area (+60m border): km2  
volume: 14.2 km3  
strings: IC86+120  
spacing: ~300m

all results/designs shown are preliminary



Increase in volume and projected area - However: the sparser the 
array the more you (potentially) lose in track quality!

Geometries - Strawman Designs
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all results/designs shown are preliminary



Or maybe these? We are still optimizing for the best design!
Geometries - Even More Ideas
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Two Clusters “Bunny Ears”? “Wall of Strings”?

all results/designs shown are preliminary

Increased Volume for Starting Tracks in the Southern Sky 
(Claudio, HEX whitepaper call, Oct 21, 2014)

625m 625m 625m625m

15
00

m

6000m (veto radius from Jan’s plot)

+125m

+125m

60 strings to build a “wall” (spacing 125m)

or something 
totally different?



We need to optimize the detector to be 
sensitive to all three neutrino flavours! 

Sensitivities

‣ “starting events” - scale 
with detector volume - 
low backgrounds 

• electron neutrinos 
• tau neutrinos 
• starting tracks 
• neutral current 

‣ “incoming tracks” - 
scale with detector area 
and pointing (for distant 
sources w/o extension)
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all results/designs shown are preliminary



Larger volumes provide rates higher by an order of  magnitude!
Sensitivities - Example: Glashow Events
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12

(a) 240m string spacing (“benchmark”) (b) 300m string spacing

FIG. 9. The benchmark detector string layout studied in this paper is shown in sub-figure (a) and extends IceCube by 120
strings constrained to the South Pole “Dark Sector” (shaded in light green). The string-to-string distance for the detector
shown is ⇠ 240 m. This is not a final design and represents only one of the layouts under consideration. It is shown here as an
example for a possible upgraded detector. Other geometries and string spacings are under consideration. A possible variant of
the benchmark detector is shown in sub-figure (b) and di↵ers in string spacing (⇠ 300 m). This and other variants are under
active study.

�⌫e interaction pp source

[ GeV�1cm�2s�1sr�1] type IC-86 240m 360m

1.0 ⇥ 10�18(E/100 TeV)�2.0
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1.6

6.8

0.7

2.1

0.2

TABLE I. Expected number of contained neutrino-induced cascades per year with 5 PeV < Evis < 7 PeV in IceCube in its
current 86-string configuration and in an extended detector with a string spacing of 240 m (360 m shown for comparison)
assuming a source dominated by p-p interactions. For every event Cherenkov light is required to be detected by optical
modules on at least 3 strings.

ing a flux of E2�(E) = 1.5 ⇥ 10�18(E/100TeV)�2.3GeV
cm�2s�1sr�1 and equal oscillation into all three flavors
at the detector. An extended geometry will yield at least
a factor of 10 increase in double bang tau neutrino event
rates at PeV energies compared to IceCube.

IceCube-Gen2 would also be able to perform searches
for cosmogenic neutrino (see section II B) by looking for
neutrino events with energies above 100 PeV. Where
most proton-dominated models predict a single event per
year in IceCube, studies with the benchmark design show
that an order of magnitude increase in sensitivity to cos-
mogenic neutrinos when scaled to a 10 km3 detector are
achievable.

B. Vetoing atmospheric backgrounds

Most of the preliminary studies mentioned above pre-
sume that the Southern Sky is inaccessible to the detector
when considering incoming tracks due to the overwhelm-
ing background of muons from cosmic ray air showers.
This background can be greatly suppressed by dedicat-
ing parts of the in-ice instrumentation in order to tag
incoming muon tracks. This method has been used in a
growing number of analyses, including the first observa-
tion of an astrophysical neutrino flux [1].

In addition to in-ice veto strategies, cosmic-ray showers
can be directly vetoed on the ice surface. A surface veto

Number of Glashow Resonance (from a pp source) events per year with 
visible energy between 5 and 7 PeV

all results/designs shown are preliminary



In the presence of  background (i.e. for incoming muons 
including lower energies): ≈ sqrt(area)⋅resolution

How Do Point Sources Scale?

‣ Expect better resolution from 
longer lever arm (factor 2 for 
parts of the sky?) 

‣ Larger effective area from 
larger instrumentation  

‣ We know we are not using 
the best reconstruction 
‣ limit is computing power! 

‣ Aim for overall increase of 
factor ≥5 for “traditional” PS

20

≈ 
sqrt(area increase)  

x 
resolution increase 



Expand the surface veto (IceTop-like, air cherenkov, …) to veto 
CR showers (and thus atmospheric muons and neutrinos)

Opening Up the Southern Sky (even more)
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Expand"surface"veto"(IceTop"heritage)"

•  A"surface"veto"above"1"PeV"(cosmic"primary)"could"reject"most"atmospheric"

muon"AND"neutrino"background"above"100"TeV.""

•  An"efficient"surface"veto,"100"km^2,"for"3"–"5"sr"background"free"cosmic"""""""""""""""

"""""""and"some"cascade"detec+on""

Air"shower"veto"array"

~1m"

R&D"under"way"

~1000"modules"
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Baseline: IceCube “DOM” (digital optical module) - simplified 
using “modern” technology

Photo-detection Technology
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NextXGenera+on"DOM*"

Penetrator"

PMT'Base'

Flasher'Board'

IceCube"
DOM"

NextXGenera+on"
DOM"

Waist"Band"

PMT"Photocathode"

MuXmetal"cage"
Silicone"Gel"

Pressure"Sphere"

Main'Board'

Delay'Board'

HV'Supply'

KEY:'
Component"iden+cal"
Component'eliminated'
Component'redesigned'

*P."Sandstrom"et%al.,"VLVnT13"(Stockholm)"

Assump+on"for"baseline"



Alternative: many small PMTs in one module
Photo-detection Technology

‣ 14” diameter pressure 
vessel 

‣ 24x 3” PMTs (Hamamatsu 
R12199-02) 

‣ 2x effective area of 
standard IceCube module 

‣ Full 4π coverage
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45 cm2 380 cm2



weighted with spectrum
, acceptance

Alternative: use wavelength-shifters (“WOM”)
Photo-detection Technology
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R&D"on"photodetector"modules"
WOM:"wavelength"shiÇing"op+cal"module"

Features"
X  large"collec+on"area"
X  low"noise"rate"(few"Hz)""
X  bejer"UV"sensi+vity"
X  cost"effec+ve"

•  Self"calibra+ng"setup"developed"
•  Prototype"construc+on"

underway"

Slide"courtesy:"S."Böser"

‣ large collection area 
‣ better UV sensitivity 
‣ low noise rate 
‣ cost effective

IceCube Preliminary

all results/designs shown are preliminary



Stay tuned!
Conclusions

‣ We are designing a next-generation detector: 
“IceCube-Gen2” including PINGU, a high-
energy upgrade and a surface veto 
‣ We can measure the neutrino mass hierarchy 

with PINGU (in addition to lots of  other 
physics) 

‣ A high-energy upgrade with a significantly 
higher detection rate in all flavours is possible 

‣ R&D is ongoing
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Backup
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The ice 150m-200m below and ~100m above the current 
IceCube strings (1km length) is usable!

Extended Depth Range
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Many more events that go through both surface and in-ice array 
with an extended detector - great for CR physics and veto!

Aperture For Coincident Events (ν,ɣ,CR)
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Aperture'for'coincident'events:'
ν, γ, cosmic'rays'

NSF,'04/24/2014' Tom'Gaisser' 33'

IceTop 

1450 m 

2450 m 

IceCube Collaboration Meeting Banff, Alberta, Canada-March 2014
Wisconsin IceCube Particle Astrophysics Center, WIPAC!

Here:  
120 strings 
1.35 to 2.7 km 
80 DOMs/string 
300 m spacing

0.26'km2'sr' ~'10'km2'sr'



Opening Up the Southern Sky (even more)
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If"we"had"a"surface"veto,"how"many"
signal"events"would"gain?" R 

θ 

courtesy A. Karle & J. Feintzeig

note: IceCube-only

all results/designs shown are preliminary


